Empower your team with the Colonel’s wisdom, then experience the powerful bottom line results that follow.

The Colonel inspires and motivates your managers, team leaders and executives to project the core values of effective leaders and possess the ability to make key decisions with certainty while displaying an unwavering determination to win. He combines a passion for success with a team building vision that establishes trust within your organization so that when the pressure comes, and it will come, everyone is fully committed, knows their role and is ready for action with winning results.

Let The Colonel Lead You To
Confidence Under Pressure
Precise Communications
Decisive Leadership
Cohesive Teamwork
Laser Beam Focus

“The Colonel’s stories of perseverance through adversity and amazing accomplishments are inspirational to all. By the end of the message, you will feel that you, or anyone can achieve peak performance”.

- Jeffrey Jernigan
President & CEO Union Bank

Lt. Colonel
Kevin J. Sweeney,
USAF (Ret)
Awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross
Lt. Colonel Kevin Sweeney is a nationally recognized speaker and author who uniquely addresses the pressures we face daily and transforms these obstacles into confidence and ultimately a formula for success.

He held the rank of Lt. Colonel in the United States Air Force and is a renowned command pilot having flown combat missions in both Viet Nam and Desert Storm during his 23 year military career. On one of those combat sorties he led his team to safety on a remarkable mission when the two engines on his left wing were completely ripped off his KC-135 (Boeing 707 Air Refueling Tanker) four engine jet airplane. This phenomenal flight occurred during a night combat mission and as a result of the successful recovery of the aircraft, he and his team were awarded the United States Air Force Distinguished Flying Cross.

The Colonel has also been a successful executive for a Fortune 50 company where he consistently led highly lucrative teams in both sales and operations over a two decade career. The Colonel is well educated with two bachelors degrees and a Masters degree, and as an undergraduate was an all conference, all district collegiate athlete.

The Colonel enchants an audience with his experience, empowers them with knowledge and sets them on the path to success.